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The purpose of this thesis is to review the QUICKTRANS
sys-cein with respect to loss and damage. The question has
arisen ccr.c«ming the amount of loss and damage which occurs
en the system, and what should be done about it if it is
excessiv?. This review will consist of an examination of
the lanuals and directives concerning the general opera-
tions, and more specifically, the procedures designed to
control the freight in the system. The procedures as they
are designed will be compared to actual observations of the
systen in an attempt to identify problems. The loss and
damage which occurs will be evaluated to determine if the
amount is excessive, based on similar commercial service,
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I- IN1^0 DICTION
A. FOEPCSE OF THE STUDY
The CUICKTRANS system is a contr ac-or-op=rated -ranspcr-
taticn n«twcrk designed to transport high priority United
States Navy freight. It is currently unknown whether or not
the QOICFIRANS system incurs an excessive amount of loss and
damage. The problem arises becausi th= contractor, who
handles strictly government cargo on the system, does not
carry private insurance for loss or damage incurred in the
systeiB and the government acts as a self-insurer. If the
government were to begin processing claims against the
contractci for less and damage, the contractor would have a
legitimate reason fcr increasing rates. The QUICKTRANS
system dees not have the same historical data on loss and
damage as ether methcds of transportation because a contract
carrier is utilized and claims are not filed in the same
manner. In order to better analyze the problem some tack-
ground information on QUICKTRANS is necessary.
B. TBE FD8CTI0N OF COICKTHANS
The objective of the QUICKTRANS system is to provide a
controlled, flexible, and responsive method of expediting
high dollar repairafcles and other urgently- required cargo
between pcints of major Navy interest within the continental
United States (CONUS) [Ref. 1].
Ihe CUICKTRANS transportation system has been designed
to satisfy the specific requirements of the Navy for expedi-
tious irovem'=nt of high priority material between Naval Air
Stations, U.S. Navy ships, Military Airlift Command

(MAC) aerial pcrts, aircraft engine overhaul and repair
facilities, major Navy shipyards, major supply activities,
nuclear propulsion development and fabrication facilities,
and weapons system fabrication and testing facilities
[Be£. 1]. These requirements are nie- by contracting with
commercial ccmpanies to perform the airlift, terminal and
trucking services. Although the airlift and terminal
services are commercial contractors -o the Navy, the
CUICKIHANS system is an integral element of the Defense
Transpcrtaticn System (DTS) . The current airlif- contract
is held ty Transamerica Airlines, the terminal service
contract is held by CFE Air Cargo Inc., and the trucking
portion is performed by several individual common carriers
under contracts issued by the Military Traffic Management
Command (MTMC) .
C. RESrCNSIBILITIES
The Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSOP) has overall
fesponsifcility for the QUICKTRANS system and es-ablishes
system policies. The airlift contract is issued by the
Military Airlift Command (MAC) but is administered under the
direction of NAVSUP. NAVSUP has delegated responsibility
for QOICKTRANS management and operations control to Naval
Material Transportation Office (NAVMTO) , Norfolk, Virginia.
NAVMTC is also responsible for managing the trucking systems
associated with QUICKTRANS; however, the trucking services
are not contracted in the same manner as the airlift and
terminal services. The trucking services are procured
through the Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) , as
described in section E below. NAVMTO has responsibility tor
administering the airlift and terminal contracts including,
tut net limited to, the following areas:
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1. Develop a monthly cos- base and annual mileage grid
throughout th<= contract year;
2.- Initiate, authorize, and issue schedules, schedule
changes, expansion flights, cancellations, and
delays;
3. Issue waivers for movement of explosives and ether
dangerous articles;
4. Negotiate cancellations with the airlift contractor
and determine whether mileage reduction is appro-
priate;
5. Procure alternate or substitute transportation
service;
6. Perform all phases of administration except those
reserved to the procurement offices;
7. Monitor and enforce other administrative functions of
the contract; and
8. Perform at least annual inspections of the terminals
tc assure contractor compliance [Hef. 3].
In general, NAVlfTO is responsible for insuring that the
QUICKIRANS system continues to run smoothly and is respon-
sive to the customer's needs.
D. flIBLIFT AND TERMINAL SERVICES
Cnly the terminal services and the airlift services are
contracted as complete systems. The trucking services are
procured individually and several carriers are used. As
mentioned above, the airlift contract is currently held by
Transamerica Airlines which has held the con-^.ract for many
years. The contract will continue through 30 September 1983
unless sooner terminated by the government. The government
may extend the contract in monthly increments for a maximum
of three months tc 31 December 1983. The contractor is
required to utilize L-100-30 aircraft (L-188c Electra
11

aircraft mav be substii-u^ed with the gov^rrnmer.t ' s perT.is-
sion) in performing the 2,056,061 statuta rail^iS of air
transportation and approximately 3,600 directed landings per
year [Ref. 3]. Directed landings are special landings made
az th€ government's request. Other landings can b'= made at
the contractor's convenience for refueling or crew changes.
The terminals are listed in Appendix A and the nap of the
routes and the schedule is included in Appendix B.
The terminal services contractor (CFE) has the rrspcnsi-
hility for loading and unloading the aircraf-, trucl^s, and
ccntainsrs [Pef. 3]. The contractor also perforins -asks
such as transporting the air crew, delivering flight bags,
tracking, tracing and ethers which will be discussed later
in the terminal contractor section. Ma-erial is delivered
to -h€ terminals by a wide assortment of common carriers dnd
government vehicles from nearby military installations.
E. TBDCKING SERVICES
Trucking services for QUICKTRANS are provided under
standing route orders. Standing route orders ar= issued by
MTMC routing offices to cover ncrmal repetitive tncveinents
(two cr ircre shipments per month) of specific items between
points in CCNUS by any mode of transportation [Ref. 2].
They eliminate the need for repetitive issuanc<=^ cf routs
orders. They are psriodically reviewed and, if ccnditicns
change, they are rescinded or superceded. The standing
route orders designate the mode of transportation, the indi-
vidual carrier or carriers to be used, and any other
necessary instructions for movement of the freight.
Five separate trucking services have been developed
which are used in ccnjunction with the QUICKTRANS system.
It is not desirable for the QUICKTRANS aircraft to stop at
every major Naval activity because of their proximity to
12

each ether cr an inadequate vclume of freight. Thersfors,
tha syst-rip. of trucking services has been adopted 5nd
adjusted -o pick up and deliver material from activities
which do not have a CUICKTRANS terminal on base.
The Dedicated Truck system utilizes common carriers
under individual standing route orders, and operates between
COICKTBASS terminals and nearby installations. The purpose
of the dedicated truck system is to carry fr=:ight along high
volume routes as a feeder system to and froni QUICKTRANS
terminals. This system does not go to many of the smaller
activities which do net have a constant volume of shipments
moving. It services larger activities which need regular
service tc and from QUICKTRANS terminals. The dedicated
trucks operate on a regular schedule which is included in
Appendix C.
The Expansion Truck system was designed to handle over-
flows in the QaiCKTRANS system. This is a dedicated truck
system as well but does not have a routine schedule.
Instead, it is initiated when needed to handle overflows.
When too much freight is tendered to the QUICKTRANS termi-
nals for the regularly scheduled flights, trucks are
utilized tc carry the extra freight rather than contracting
for additional aircraft. The Expansion Truck system was
designed tc provide expedited delivery across country at a
rate cheaper than air freight. Under this program the
carriers provide the trailer which the government packs and
seals. The carrier then hauls it across country. When the
trucks arrive at the QUICKTRANS terminals, they are unloaded
and transhipped as necessary.
Another trucking system which utilzes QUICKTRANS facili-
ties for receiving, consolidation and distribution of
shipments is connected Truck (CONTRUCK)
.
CONTRUCK is a
system which was designed to take advantage of truckload
rates by consolidating many smaller shipments of low
13

priorixy material into one shipment and moving it from coast
to coast. It provides for local pickup and delivery to
shippers and utilizes other services such as the Ncr-hBas-
Dedicated Truck Service (NDTS). CONTRUCK operates on a
regular casis, between Norfolk, Jacksonville, Nor-h Island,
and Travis. The CONTRUCK route map is included in Appendix
D.
The NETS provides motor transportation service for Less
than Trucklcad (LTI) and Parcel ?os- shipmrn-s moving
between Norfolk area shore support ac-ivi-cies and surface
ships and shore activities in -he Northeast area of -he
Eastern seaboard. NETS includes rhree Nor-h-South rou-.es,
crigiratirg in Norfolk. The routes are serviced -wo or
three tim€s weekly as shown in the route map in Appendix E
[Ref. 5].
Individual commercial trucks (common carriers) are used
in addition to these other four trucking systems as a feeder
to QUICKTHANS. In seme cases the other systems mentioned do
no- serve an activity, or the timing of -he service does not
match th= required COICKTRANS flight schedule. Then the
local transportation officer will -ender a shipment to a
commcn carrier.
F. METHCE OF STODY
Chapter II is a detailed description of how the syszem
is designed to operate. The instructions, manuals,
contracts and other published material per-aining to
QOICKIRANS are used to determine how the system should
operate if everyone performs as -he references state. The
chapter will describe the interfaces with the shippers, the
government agencies, and the contracT:ors . Chapter III is a
description of the automation system used by QUICKTRANS to
keep track of -he freight. It will include a detailed
14

descrip-icn of how the material is prccessad through the
terminals and what information t:he informa-icn system
provides. Chapter IV is a review of how the system actually
operates as indicated by the published statistics as wall as
a physical review of the system by the author. The descrip-
tion will include a comparison of the system design, as
described in Chapters II and III, and what is actually
occurring. Chapter V is an analysis of the loss and damage
which occurs in the system. It will include a model which
is designed to ccmpare the loss and damage in QUICKTRANS to
that in a ccmparable system. The analysis will atempt to
evaluate the quantifiable and the non-quantifiable aspects
of th3 alternatives. Chapter VI presents conclusicns on






The COICKTRANS system is designed for high fricrity
items which meet the Uniform Military Movement and Issue
Priority System (QMMIPS) requirements for air shipm-^nt.
Shipner.ts which do not meet the criteria mentioned in
NAVSUEINSI 4630.223 [Ref. 6] (weight exceeding 300 pounds,
cube exceeding 24 cubic feet, and requisition dates over 90
days eld) will be challenged by NAVMTO. When shipments are
challencsd the shipper must fully justify t;he need for
airlift. In addition to the extremely high priority ship-
ments generated from situations such as Casualty Reports
(CASREP'S), Not Mission Capable Supply (NMCS) and Partial
Mission Capable Supply (PMCS) , there are other characteris-
tics which will allow a shipment to go in the QUICKTRANS
system without being challenged [Ref. 6], These are:
1. Shipments of 50 lbs or less,
2. Shipients which will be connecting with a MAC flight
f c r e xp o r t
,
3. Fleet Ballistic Missile Material,
U. Foreign Military Sales (FHS) shipments, and
5. Shipments that will move by QUICKTRANS truck only.
If th€ shipper is concerned about a shipment being chal-
lenged by NAVMTO it can be prevalidated and the shipment
will not be challenced. Certain shipments which require
special handling, a specific flight, courier service, or
special routing of the plane must always be prevalidated.
Shipments which would not ordinarily be acceptable for
commercial air shipment are eligible for QUICKTRANS flights.
For examfle, there are many types of hazardous material
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which are considered too dangerous to puT on a commercial
flight and yst are mission essential. This hazardous
material trust be cleared by NAVMTO on a case-by-case basis
and must te waived under Department of Transportation (DCT)
exemption 7573, which permits the -ransportat ion, by air, of
explosives and other hazardous materials deemed essential to
national defense via Department of Defense contract airlift
services [Ref. 3 ].
E. WHO CAN OSE COICKISANS
Although QOICKTEANS was set up to service the high
density traffic areas near major Navy installations, other
services and gcverrment agencies are eligible to use
QUICKIRANS on a reimbursable basis. Many offline activites
(off-line meaning net in the immediate area of the termi-
nals) find the QDICFIRANS service to be cost favorable when
compared to other methods of shipment, QUICKTRANS will also
carry scire materials for air shipment which other air
carriers will not, making it the only method available for
some off-line customers. Cargo is sometimes carried on
CUICKTEAKS which does not actually require air transporta-
tion. This occurs when space is available and the cargo
movement is considered cost effective. In this event NAVMTO
will sclicit cargo ficm eligible shippers.
C. HCW 10 OSE QOICKIBANS
One cf the advantages of QUICKTRANS is the small amount
of documentation needed to move a shipment through the
system. The two documents acceptable for entering the
QUICKIRANS system are the DD Form 1348-1, DOD Single Line
Item Eelease/Receipt Document or the Transportation Control
Movement Document (ICMD) , DD Form 1384. Both card and
printout formats are acceptable. Government Bills of Lading
17

(GBL'S) and Commercial Bills cf Lading (CBL'S) are neither
necessary ncr acceptable. Billing is done by NAVMTO using
the Transportation Account Code (TAC) on the movement docu-
ment stpflied by the shipper.
NflVSDE Instruction 4610.37 series [Ref. 1] is used by
the shipper for inforiration on how to fill cut the documen-
tation. The Military Standard Transpcr-ation and Movement
Procedures (MILSTAMP) Instruction 4500. 32R contains many of
the cedes and other information necessary to document the
shipment. Special blocks are used when the shipment has
unusual characteristics. On those shipments which require
special handling, a DD Form 1387-2, Special Handling
Eata/Certif icaticn mi:st be utilized to alert the QUICKTRANS
personnel
.
If a courier is required, the shipment must first be
cleared with NAVMTO. The shipper is also responsible for
assuring that the shipment is properly packed and labeled
for safe transportation, including any hazardous certifica-
tions, special cauticn areas, and shipping information.
Shippers are encouraged to deliver material as far in
advance as possible. The -erminal agents are on hand during
all working hours tc receive shipments if necessary. The
consignee? is required tc pick up -he shipment at destination
and will usually be notified within three hours of arrival.
The shipment will be available for pickup wi-chin three hours
after the flight, truck, or container arrives at the
terminal, and high priority items will be ready within two
hours. Special rules relate to hazardous cargos, such as
explosives, which mus- be picked up immediately.
NAVMTC has the facilities to trace shipments en a
twenty-four hour basis. The tracing activity needs only the
full Transpcrtation Ccntrol Number (TCN) information and the




Ih€ schedules for QUICKTRANS are subject to char.ge when
considered necessary fcy NAVMTO, as mentioned in the intro-
duction. However, routine scheduled flights, includ'=d in
Appendix E, can normally be relied upon by the shipper.
Between three and seven flights are flown weekly between the
major Navy activities in CONDS. The airlift contract states
that the schedule reliability will be computed monthly for
each type cf aircraft. If the reliabilty is below 85
percent, the contractor will lose entitlement in future
years
.
The schedule reliability [Bef. 3] is determined monthly
ty counting the number of contractor-caused delays and
cancellations, applying these figures to a specified penalty
value scale, subtracting the total penalty points frotn the
number cf actual departures on scheduled flights and,
finally, stating the result as a percentage of the actual
departures. Figure 2.1 is the penalty value scale used in
detenining the value of each delay.
30 minutes 3 hrs to 12 hrs to over 2U
to 3 hrs 12 hrs 2a hrs hrs
16
Figure 2.1 Penalty Value Scale.
Delays which are the responsibility of the contractor
are measured by an accelerating scale according to the
length of tine involved in the delay. Delays on turnaround
flights resulting from lack of aircraft due to the late
19

arrival cf the inbour.d flight will not be reflected in the
monthly rating.
Cancellations which are the responsibility of the
contractcr are measured by a count of the stations from
which the ccntractor failed to depart on scheduled flights.
A penalty value cf eight (8) is applied to each station from
which a departure was not made.










Delays, over 24 hours
Cancellations
(D) 390
(d) 5 at 2 points each = 10
(e) 4 at 4 points each = 16
(f) 1 at 8 points each = 8
(g) at 1 6 points each =
(h) 1 at 8 points each = 8
(E-(d+e+f+h))/D=
(390 - (10 + 16 + 8 + + 8)) / 390 =
34 6 / 3 90 = .8 92 x 100 =8 9.2%
Figure 2.2 Sample Computation of Schedule Reliability.
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E. OVERAGES, SHORTAGES AND DAMAGED (OSD) SHIPMENTS
1 . liability
Th€ contractcis have limited liability for less or
damage in the QOICKIRANS system. Unlike commercial air
carriers which carry private insurance to cover all ship-
pers, the contractor does not n^ed to carry private
insurance because thay carry only government s'-aterial and
the go veinirenr does not require it. If the government
required the contractor to pay for all loss and damage the
contractor would obtain private insurance to cover the cost.
The government policy is to be a self insurer and not to pay
for private insurance from any carriers. If the contractor
should be required to carry private insurance then the
government would have to pay for it through increased
contract cost.
The government relieves the contractor of liability
for less and damage [Bef. 4 ] to any or all government cargo,
except if such loss or damage res'ilts from -^he use of
untrained personnel, unauthorized equipment operators,
negligence or abuse cf government cargo on the part of the
contractor's cargo handlers, pilferage of government cargo
while in the possession of the contractor, and the willful
misccnduct cf any of the contractor's managerial personnel.
Receipt of shipments by the contractor, without exception,
is £riffla facie evidence that the shipment was received in
good condition and in accordance with the information
contained in the shipient document. When a consignee files
a claim with NAVMTO and the claim is found to be due to one
of these exceptions, the claim can be paid by check or set
aside from the contract amount.
Instead of specifying dollar liability, the
contract states that the contractor must give "optimum care
and attention" to all shipments. More specifically, the
21

contract requires daily fleer checks of on-hand cargo
against documents tc make sure that there is nc astray
freight. Procedures are specified for what to dc when
material is received without documents, material is received
short, or sxtra material is received.
When shipments are received, or when found within
the QDICKIRANS system but are improperly prepared for ship-
ment, th€ agent will prepare a Report of Damaged or Improper
Shipment (DD Form 6) reporting the discrepancy, when
possible, a picture or drawing should be included with the
form. The original is forwarded tc NAVMTO and a copy is
held at the reporting activity.
2- Tracking System
The Navy supplies the software for a tracking system
cf all CQICKTRANS shipments. In addition to shipment
reporting and tracing this system provides data required for
movement control, document processing, cargo receiving and
palletizing, aircraft load planning and manifesting, and
management reports. The terminal contractor is responsible
for assuring that the shipments are properly entered upon
receipt
.
When material is noted short the terminal ccntrac-^or
enters the shortage in the computer and the item will appear
on the daily OSD report for ten working days. This gives
all perscr.nel involved the time to search for and locate the
material. If all the tracing is complete, the ten days have
lapsed, and the material has not been located, a report is
forwarded to NAVMTO. This report includes the names of all
contacts alcng the way. If the material is located within
10 days and the material missed the correct destination due
to the fault of the contractor, such as overflights due to
the contractor failing to unload, the contractor is respon-
sible for rectifying the problem. If the problem was due to
22

contractcr error, the shipment will be moved at the ccuplete
discretion of the government and the contractcr may be
required to bear the cost of shipment. The contractcr is
allowed to make an offer of alternative shipment methods but
final deteriination is made by NAVMTO.
When shipments are noted to be damaged, but not
excessively, the ccrtractor is required to take whatever
steps ar<= possible to minimize -further damage during ship-
ment. If damage is considered excessive, NAVWTO would be
contacted for guidance.
F. TEBHINAL CONTBACICE
The primary duty of the terminal ccntractor [Ref. 3] is
to stage freight, load and unload planes and trucks, and to
keep track cf the freight in th= system. The terminal
contractcr also provides ramp services including: parking,
dispatching, clocking, cleaning ramps and cabins, Auxilliary
Fewer Units (APU's) and engine air starts (commercial fields
only), fire guards, fresh water, wing walkers, loading,
tiedcwn and unloading of ballast in the aircraft.
''
• Procedures
Terminal agents are required to be en call or avail-
able to receive shipments during all scheduled hours. All
shipments received are checked against shipping documents to
assure that appropriate consignee markings including TCN,
piece number, consignee address, and other appropriate
labels are on each shipment. If any of the necessary infor-
mation is missing, the contractor is required to affix it to
the package. If tags are used, the contractcr is respon-
sible for assuring they will not come off during the
loading, unloading, or transportation. The material in




Upon receipt of QUICKTRANS shipment 3, the
material is checked against docuiKenza-~ion, weiqhf^d and
signed for. The document is then ra-urned to the shipper.
If there are any problems with the shipment, they should be
noted a- this time fcr correction. The let labels are made
up from the docuientation and attached to the material. The
use of ihe documentation fcr determining appropriate labels
is sties£€d to the contractor because of the strong possi-
bility of extraneous marking on the boxes. The let label
includes the origin terminal code, data received, the last 7
digits of the TCN and the number of pieces. A copy of all
shipping documents is required to be kept by the contractor
where the material is received.
h. Palletization
After the shipments have been received, the
contractor is responsible for palletizing them in a manner
which ccnfcrms to the minimum of 80 percent system lead
factor. The weight and cube of each pallet is automatically
computed and compared with pre-established standards for
each size of pallet to verify load factors. All TP1 ship-
ments are leaded prior to any lower priority shipment. The
priority is determined by the labels on the shipment
containers. To the maximum extent possible, each pallet
should contain shipments for only one terminal, and shipment
units should not be split between more than one pallet. If
it is necessary to put freight for more than one destination
on one pallet it should not contain more than two destina-
tions and should be packed in a way that minimizes remaking
of the pallet. If it is necessary to split shipments they
will have separate dccumention. Pallet buildup occurs in a





When totally loaded the whole palls': is
covered in polyethelene and netted, weighed, and the weight
noted en tha Pallet lally Sheet (PTS) .
2 • Ffeleasing Sh ip ment s
When the naterial arrives at destination the
contractor notifies the consignee by telephone and arranges
pick up. Upon notification of availability for pick up the
contractor nctes the name of the person called, date, and
time en the Delivery Manifest Report (DMR) . When -he ship-
ment is picked up the date and time of pickup and the
signature of the person making the pick-up is put on the DMR
for future reference. All incoming shipments are checked
against the manifest when offloaded and will not be released
without dccumentatioE
.
^ • ii:£ l2££i Basjs
at seme cf the Air Force Bases which are net fully
serviced ty the terminal contractor the Air Force personnel
perform loading and unloading, which the contractor coordi-
nates in addition to doing all documentation functions. At
those bases the Air Perce personnel will load, unload, lepo-
siticn, segrega-^^e and palletize material. The terminal
contractcr still retains responsibility and processes all
documentation.
4. Ccmbined LOG AIR and 211ICKTRANS
Ihe Air Force Logistic Airlift (LOGAIR) system is
another air freight system which is contracted by MAC. It
is managed by the Air Force and utilizes soma of the same
aerial ports as QaiCKTRANS. There are certain routes which
utilize both LOGAIR and QUICKTRANS for the movement of the
freight. In those cases where the freight moves through
both systems the processing is slightly different. On the
25

ccmbir.fid rcjtss the contractor maintains conformance tc -h^
lOGAIB requirements. Air Pores freight which is manif-Bsted
to QUICKTRANS terminals does not require documentation if it
is to be cffloadsd at the destination QUICKTRANS terminal.
If the shipiEsnt is to be transhipped at the destination
QUICKTRANS terminal, a manual TCMD will be prepared and the





The gcvernment ftrnishes an automated rag.nag'^ment infor-
mation system, the QUICKTP.ANS Infosystam, for contrac-cor use
with the QUICKTRANS system. The contractor may use that
systeir or furnish its own. If the contrac-or uses its own
system, it must keep the government up to da-e on all
changes, and the government has unlimited rights to all data
associated vith the program. In order to maintain control
of the system, in case the contractor should be replaced for
some reason, the gcvernment is supplied a complete system
description including such items as inpu-/output formats,
system data flow and other general specifications. The
contractcr supplies all the compu-er equipment to run the
software. Not all of the truck terminals are equipped with
the ccmputer sys-^.em; therefore, different procedures must be
utilized at those points.
E. CHAEACTEBISTICS
The Infcsystem is capable of continuous online, real
time operations. As each item is loaded on a pallet it is
recorded en the Pallet Tallly Sheet (PIS). When the PTS is
complete each pallet is designated by a number (the Pallet
Designator Number or EDN) and a Pallet Load Report (PLR) is
input. Cnce the PDN is assigned the pallet is processed in
the systen as a shipment unit [Ref. 3]. The PDN, as shown
in Figure 3.1, identifies the pallet and contains informa-
tion en the buildup cf the pallet which may later be useful.
All stations are capable of accessing their cargo on hand,
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Figure 3. 1 Pallet Designator Number.
checks at any time. As the cargo moves through the system
i- is added to or deleted from the applicable cargo on hand
at. all applicable stations. As each pallet flows through
the systec, it is weighed as it comes off each flight and
differences in the weight will cause the originating station
to be notified.
Flight Load Reports (FLR), which are made up from FDN's
and assigned to the flights, are used for loading the
airplane as well as accounting for all pallet movement from
station to station or mode to mode. Aircraft departures are
reported on Flight Departure reports which in turn initiate
the Pallet Manifest Summaries (PMS) . The PMS is a listing
of cargo, by pallet, which is to be offloaded at a station
including compartment, PDN and TCN. If there are any over-
ages, shortages, or other discrepancies, they will be input
to the Infcsystem at this time. If an overage is noted that
was net previously ncted, the inputting station must include
appropriate information. The QOICKTRANS terminal listing in
Appendix A lists all the terminals and shows that thirteen




It is possible, by utilizing the INFOSYSTEM, tc extract
the fclloiing reports or categories (and others not included
in this list) of information:
1. CCH - Cargo or. Hand at each terminal.
2. PEN - Pallet Designator Number.
3. UIC - Unit Identification Code.
4. ICN - Transportation Control Number.
5. FSF - Flight Status Record.
6. TLR - Truck load Report- Cargo loaded aboard the
truck reported by TCN.
7. FFB - Flight Following Report- -he Flighx. Fcllcwing
Report is a summary cf the transactions pertaining to
each flight. It includes at least the fcllcwing
types of information:
a) Total onload and offload by station.
b) The actual time for flight poir.t to point.
c) Ahead or behind time point to point.
d) Terminal delays at each station, if any.
e) Delay codes at each station, if any.
f) D^lay time in hours and minutes at each station,
if any
.
g) Reasons for delays, if any.
8. MSB - Morning Status Report- The Morning Status
Report
consists of four parts. Part one covers all termi-
nating flights flown during the previous 2H hours and
certains the flight designator, time flight termi-
nated, terminating terminal, total flight delay/ahead
of schedule tiire, individual terminals and delays (in
hours and minutes) , and delay reason. Part two
covers current flights including flight designator,
ETA/ETD, current position, total flight delay/ahead
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of schedule time. Part nhree cov = rs taririna- ing
trucks includirg truck number, time truck terminated,
terminating terminal, and -otal truck delay/ahead of
schedule. Part four covers current trucks including
the truck number, ETA/ETD, and -erminal codes.
The system also puts out periodic reports including a
Daily Over, Short and Damage (OSD) report which shows all
overages frcm the previous 24 hours and all shortages for
the previous ten days, and all discrepancies during the past
24 hours.
D. NCN-CCHEOTERIZEB TERMINALS
The procedures at some of the truck terminals differ
slightly because all the truck terminals are not part of the
Infosystem. If the destination terminal is not part of the
system, then a Delivery Manifest Report (DMR) must be
requested and sent with the truck. When the truck arrives
at a ccmocunicating station the Shipment Input Report (SIR)
will te input. Eecause of the inability of some stations to
input the SIR into the system, the cargo on-hand or
in-transit will not be accurate until the truck is processed




The purpose of this chapter is zo review the overall
system and to compare the actual performance of the contrac-
tors to the system design,
a. CiEBfilL EERPCRMANCE
A study was conducted in 1981 by the Logis-ics
Management Institute (LMI) to de-srmine if QQICKTRANS was
operating efficiently or if changes should be made in the
system [Bef. 7]. The study pointed out that QUICKTRAN3 is
primarily airlift-oriented with trucks being used when they
were considered more efficient. According to the study, 81
percent cf all shipmerts, and 75 percent of the total tons
shipped were air shipments. In the study, Q0ICKT3ANS was
compared tc three other alternatives using a combination of
commercial methods of shipment. The first alternative was
to send all TP1 and TP2 normal air shipments by commercial
air and the rest by commercial truck. The second alterna-
tive was to put all TP1 normal air shipments on commercial
air, and all others en commercial trucks. The third was to
put all TE1 and TP2 normal air shipments on commercial air,
TP1 and IP2 oversized and special handling shipments on
organic air, retain TP1 and TP2 dedicated trucks, and put
all ethers en commercial truck. Comparison of these alterna-
tives to the QUICKIBANS system led LMI to the following
conclusions:
1. The guiCKTRANS system is efficiently operated.
Aircraft load factors are nearly 90 percent and total




2. Th<= average number of transship operations per ship-
ment is lew -- 70% for air shipment and 30% for truck
only shipments.
3. Tt€ alternatiAies were either not cost effective or
did not meet the UMMIPS time frames.
This study did not address the issues of loss and damage
but was favorable from an overall viewpoint. No ether
s-udies cf this sort are available for review.
E. CETAIIED ACTDAL CEERATICNS
In order to review the actual operation of the
QUICKIRANS system this author visited the terminals at
Travis, San Diego, Pensacola, Jacksonville, Charleston, and
Norfolk. The review was conducted from 13-19 December 1932.
Operations at each of the terminals were observed and ques-
tions asked of the managers and the workers. It was not
considered necessary to visit all the terminals in order to
determine if the system is being implemented as it was
designed. If instances of deviation from the designed
system were detected at more than one activity the sample
was considered indicative of the system as a whole.
1 . Cvervie w
The system does not always function as it is
described in the procsdures section. The system is rather
loosely run with respect to the way the material and paper-
work are dropped off at the QUICKTSANS terminals and
processed afterwards. There are many cases when the
material has mixed government-contractor accountability
which would not lend itself to establishing responsibility
for any carnage that may occur. Deviation from the status
quo would require many changes in the receiving procedures




flcccrding tc the terminal services contract, whsn a
shipment is received it is supposed to be checked against
the dccuraentat ion, weighed and signed for. When the check
is coniplete the docuitent. is returned to the shipper. This
procedure, if strictly followed, clearly delineates custody
and responsibility for the material. In many cases what
actually occurs is that a truck will arrive with a large
load, drop off the paperwork and tae material, and complete
delivery with a signature on the trucking bill, but not on
the TCMD/13a8-1. The trucking bill will often be the docu-
msntaticn for a combination of shipments, none of which are
clearly defined on the bill. Each one of the shipments
would have its own documentation but they would be consoli-
dated into one trucking bill. The trucking bill will often
te nc more specific than "3 boxes" or "2 pallets", without
any reference to shipment numbers. The delivery is not
checked iteir. by item and the TCMD/1348-1 is not signed until
the terminal personnel take the time to process the freight
which may not occur until it is being processed for the
flight.
When freight arrives at the terminal the contractor
is required to notify the consignee. In many cases this
dees not occur, instead the material is transhipped with one
cf the many trucking services mentioned. Notification also
does not occur at some of the terminals where there are high
volume customers who make regular deliveries and pick-ups
without notification.
When terminal personnel begin to process the
delivery they will use the documentation to make up all
labels and verify that all pieces have arrived. At this
point however, if a piece is missing the responsibility for
loss is net clearly defined.
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when shipments enter the QUICKTRANS sysxem the grcss
weights are required to be verified against the documenta-
tion. Ihis verification is necassary to make sure that
future weights are accurate enough to reveal any shortages.
The weights are not verified upon receipt as required by -he
contract. Because the weights are not verified, i* reduces
the likelihood that a shortage would be discovered prior to
deliv<=ry at destinaticn. The TCN weight from the documenta-
tion is used in determining the weights of the full pallets
and seme discrepancies could be detected by comparing the
constructed weight tc the actual weight of the pallet. In
ether wcrds, it would be possible to trace some losses by
adding all the weights the shippers have assigned to their
documentation together to determine the constructed weight
cf the pallet. If the weights of the individual shipments
were verified, this constructed weight, when added to the
weight cf the pallet and strapping, would be an accurate
weight fcr the complete pallet. Any differences between the
actual weight and the constructed weight at any further
point during shipment would be an indication cf a missing
piece cf freight, Ey not verifying the weights upon entry
to the system, the ability to determine missing items in
this fashion is reduced or lost.
3 • Processing
If freight is damaged so badly that the container
cannct be repaired fcr further shipping the contractor is
supposed to notify NAVMTO for guidance. In actuality NAVMTO
is never notified but, in most cases, the origin shipper is
notified and proper arrangements are made. Some of the
terminals have very good wcrking relations with the local
activities, making this an expedient procedure. Continued
acceptance of these local procedures could laad to NAVMTC's
inability tc enforce this provision of the contract, should
it beccme desirable in the future.
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Wl-€n freight is processed by the contractors and the
labels are noted lest or missing, in some cases the
contractcr returns the freight to the shipper to affix
labels. The contractor should be performing this service
according tc the contract. Ccn-crac-or perf orniancs of this
service would tend to reduc€ the shipping time necessary by
elimiraring the extra wait for the shipper to label the
material.
Ihe pallets are not weighed as they come off each
flight as stated in the contract. This check, if performed,
could also help to identify losses occuring in the system.
C. CCMPflBISON OF DESIGNED TO ACTUAL OPERATIONS
The ccntractcr is performing most of the procedures as
outlined in the contract. Once the freight has been
receiv€d and input, the Infosysxem has been utiliz€d very
effectively to keep track of the freight. It is possible to
track the freight on a twenty four hour basis through the
use of the Infcsystem. The contractor personnel understand
and utilize the checks and balances built into the system
for locating missing freight. When material is noted short
after it is entered into the system, the contractor follows
the prescribed method of tracing the freight, and if unsuc-
cessful, ro-^-ifies NAVKTO as required.
The only potentially serious shortcoming in the proce-
dures, as inplemented by the contractor, is the method of
processing the freight prior to its entering, and after it
leaves, the QUICKTRANS system. Once the freight has been
input to the Infosystem it is readily tracked and responsi-
bility established. but not until then. Accountability for






There are two objectives to the analysis. The first is
to deternine whether cr not t.he loss or damage which occurs
in the QOICKTRANS system is excessive. The s-=cond objective
is to dexermine the best method for minimizing or compen-
sating fcr the loss cr damage which does occur. The method
chosen fcr cbtaining the second objective should net rftduce
the current level of service which the cus-cmers hava ccme
to expect with regard to timeliness and ease cf use.
B. AITEBKATIYES
The criterion for selecting the best alternative will be
maximum effectiveness at a fixed cost. A review of the
objectives has led tc the following possible alternatives to
be ccmpared :
1, Maintain the status quo. If the analysis reveals
that the loss and damage which occurs in the system
is net excessive and no further s-eps are necessary
tc control or reduce it, this would be 'he selected
alter native.
2. Change the contracts to allcw the government the
right to claim reimbursement for all loss and or
damage which occurs in the QUICKTRANS system. As
mentioned in the introduction, it. will be necessary
tc take into account fcr this alternative the cost of
insurance which -^he contractor would be required to
obtain. The cos- of insurance would be a legitimate
increase in the contract rate.
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3. Change the ccntract to allow for compensaticr on
extraordinary cost items. The method for adiiinis-
-ering this alternative would determine whether or
net additional costs would be incurred by the govern-
ment. In cases of negligence and other faults of the
contractor, a claims procedure already exists in the
current contract to require compensation from the
ccrtractor.
4. Set up an incentive-reduction method in the ccntract
whereby paymerts to the contractor are reduced based
en loss and damage. As mentioned above, the ability
already exists in the currant contract to recover
payments from the contractor in cases of negligence
or other faults of the contractor, as mentioned in
Chapter II.
5. Tighten up the procedures to minimize possible loss
or damages to cargo.
C. EP5ECII7ENESS
The first objective is to determine whether or not the
loss cr damage which cccurs in the system is excessive. The
only reporting system ccmmon to all forms of government
transpcrtaticn is the Discrepancy in Shipment Reporting
(DISPEP) system. Since QUICKTRANS is essentially an air
freight transportaticn system it should be compared to ether
air freight systems to determine whether or not the loss or
damage which occurs is excessive. It could be compared to
ether gcverninent systems such as LOGAIR or MAC but commer-
cial air is selected as a better basis for comparison since
the centiactor is a commercial carrier. commercial air





In crder -co irake the ccmparison the followirg infcr-
niaticn was requested from the Military Traffic Management
Command (MTMC) fcrcken down for commercial air and
QUICK1EANS:
1. Total number and weight of DOD shipments.
2. Total number and weight of DOD shipments for which a
less, damage cr shortage was reporiad.
3. Total dollar value of any loss, damage or shortage
reported.
From this information [Ref. 8], and -he information
contained in other MTMC reports, it is possible to determine
the perc^r.tage of shipments which are lost or damaged within
each system by shipient and by weight, and the estimated
cost to the government. The other statistics needed were
already reported by MTMC on a quarterly basis in the
Military Traffic Management Command's World Wide Traffic
Management Statistics published each quarter based en infor-
mation taken from DISEEPs and GBLs. [Ref. 9].
2. EISREPs
The formal method for reporting shipment discrepan-
cies in COC is through the use of Discrepancy in Shipment
Reports (EISREP) , SF 361. The specifics of when they are
required to be used and who must use them are contained in
the DISREE manual [Ref. 10]. For the most part, all COD
activities are required to report short, damaged or astray
freight valued at fifty dollars or more. There are numerous
variations and exceptions but, for the purposes of this
study, the general rule will suffice. When these conditions
are met, a DISREP is required to be submitted. However,
there is a lack of incentive for many activities to file a
CISREE if they feel that reimbursement is not likely.
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Escaus€ the QUICKTRAKS system is operated by govrrnm??,-
contrac-crs there is no rei mbursemen* ro shippers cr consig-
nees for lost or damaged material. Another reasor.
activities would want to file DISREPS is to identify a
shortage and clear it from their records, or at leas- to
establish that it was not the fault of their activity. The
higher the value of the shipment, or the more sensitive, the
more it is expected that activities would want to identify
the discrepancy.
Hence, despite the fact that a DISR2P would be
required for almost any damage or loss in the OUICKTRANS
systen, it is possible that much goes unreported.
Therefore, when using the DISREP data as a^ source of the
loss which occurs in the QUICKTRANS system it should be
noted that, the lower the dollar value or the sensitivity of
the loss, the less likely it is that it will be reported.
C. CCST ANALYSIS
The cost to be used in the analysis is the total dollar
value cf less and damage which is reported in the CISREPS.
If the reported loss is less on QUICKTRANS than it is on
commercial air this will be an indicator that no change to
the system may be necessary. If the difference is very
small, or if more loss is reported on QUICKTRANS, then steps
should be taken to increase contractor care.
One cf the alternatives called for the use cf private
insurance by the contractor. Because of the size of the air
transf crtaticn systeir it is not possible to obtain an accu-
rate assessment of what the insurance would cost.
Infornaticn on what ether air carriers pay for insurance
would not necessarily be an accurate indication of the rates
which would apply to QUICKTRANS. It would be necessary to
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te able tc tako bids from various large insurance ccmpaniss
after they have a chance to review the system.
E. QDAN1IFIABLE FACTCHS
The data for Table I was derived from the MTMC World
Hide Traffic Management Statistics [Ref. 9] taken from GELs
and EISREEs, and a special report done for this study, by
MTMC [Bef- 8]. The statistics listed were selected from
these sources to compare the QUICKTRANS system to commercial
air.
As can be seen in Table II, the number, and configura-
tion cf shipments has changed over the three years reccrded.
The number of DISEEPS recorded for commercial air has
remained fairly stable over this time period while these for
CUICKTEAKS have risen from a in 1980 to 264 in 1982. Seme
cf the rise in DISEEPs could be attributed to increased
shipments, and some to increased reporting. As Doen-^icned
previously there has been some difficulty in getting all
discrepancies reported for QUICKTRANS, and the increased
emphasis en reporting could be part of the reason for the
big jump from 19 80 tc 1981. In order to effectively ccnipare
the two systems it is necessary to compensate for the larger
volume and ton-miles of shipments on QUICKTRANS. This is
done in Table II.
The first comparison in Table II shows that on ccmmer-
cial air the percentage of shipments short or damaged has
decreased ever the last three years while QUICKTRANS has
increased slightly. However, in 1981 and 1982 the
percentace cf discrepant shipments reported on commercial
air was almost double that cf QUICKTRANS. The average shcrt
or damage cost (line 2) does not exhibit a conclusive trend
for ccmmercial air cr QUICKTRANS but it does show that the






































































cost cf an OSD shipirent (line 3) has risen steadily on
QUICKTRANS to over $2,200 per shipmenr while commercial air
has varied and was 51,500 in 1982. As mentioned earlier,
the higher the value cf a discrepancy the more likely it is





CAT EG CRY FY 19 80 FY 19 8 J. FY 19 8^
Commer CUICK Ccmmer QUICK Ccmmer QUICK
Air TRANS Air TRANS Air TRANS
1. % cf ship-
menrs short








shipir€rt£ 996 907 1,994 1,995 1,555 2,213
U. avg cost
cf dairag?
/ton-iDil€ .0174 - .0297 .0079 .0368 .0106
5. avg ship-
ment weight




$.50/lb 62.90 n/a 54.60 141.20 50.30 132.00
7. avg less
to the
gov't with (94^) (91%) 193%) (97%) (94%)
insurance 933 r./a 1,939 1,854 1,506 2,080
8. avg loss
for all ship-
ments ($) 1.58 n/a 2.37 1.01 1.81 1.28
Note: Insurance amounts for QUICKTRANS are assuming the same
coverage afforded ccamercial shipments.
the average cost of a discrepancy, especially on QUICKTRANS.
The average cost per ton-mile (line 4) indicates that
QUICKTRANS has incurred less than one rhird the damage
incurred by commercial air on this basis.
The ccmmercial air carriers have a fairly standard rate
they will pay for shipment loss and damage which was used in
completing Table II. If a shipment is over 100 pounds they
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will pay $0.50/pcund. As shown in line 5 of Tabla II the
average shipment weight in both systsms is over 100 lbs so
the $0.50/lb rats was used as a standard rate for compar-
ison. Extra insurance can also be purchased and it will be
discussed after the standard insurance.
The standard insurance payable (line 6) was computed by
using th« average shipment weights from line 5 and the
$0.50/lb standard insurance. A comparison of the aircunt
payable with standard insurance (line 6) and the average
cost cf an CSD shipment (line 3), shows that the standard
insurance wculd be inadequate to cover the average losses.
Ic amplify this point line 7 shows th9 average loss to the
government with the standard insurance in both dollars and
as a percentage cf total loss. Line 8, which was computed
by multiplying line 2 by the percentage loss in line 7,
shows the effect this insurance would have over all ship-
ments, as compared tc line 2 without insurance coverage.
There are two other types of insurance ccmmcnly avail-
able frcm commercial air freight carriers. These are
declared value insurance and lump sum insurance. Declared
value requires the shipper to show that the OSD was the
fault of the carrier and may require proof of the value of
the shipment. Lump sum, or full value, insurance is paid
regardless of fault and proof of value is not norirally
required. The declared value insurance is less expensive
than lump sum if the carrier cffers both. The rates en bcth
vary frcm $0.25 to $0.50 per S100 dollars in value of the
shipped commodity. The amount which insurance cf this
nature wculd cost for the whole QUICKTRANS system cannot be
determined without getting an insurance company's estimate
but the range above should te representative.
If insurance is tc be feasible it would have to cover
the CSD which occurs without costing more than it saves.
Line 2 of Table II shews the cost of OSD which occurs if it
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were spread over all shipments, Assuming the full coverage
would t€ desired, insurance would be purchased for all
items, and using the figure in line 2 for 1982, the insur-
ance cculd net cost ircre than $1.36 per shipment. Using the
$0.25 tc $0.50 range, xhe insurance would be feasible if the
average shipment is valued under $272.00 for the $0.50/$100
rate cr $5au. 00 for the 0.25/$100 rare. If the average
shipment value was mere than these figures the insurance
would cost more than $1.36 per shipment and would net be
econcirically effective. If the cost, of insurance, or the
average loss were to change, it would also change the feasi-
bility of insurance.
F. NCH-COANTIPIABLE PACTORS
In order to minimize the loss which occurs it may be
possible to tighten up the procedures for processing the
freight, leaving less opportunity for loss. This alterna-
tive would require shippers to spend more time en seme
shipierts and would irake it more difficult to get some ship-
ments out in the same time frames. It would result in
tetter tracking of shipments and should reduce unidentifi-
able losses.
While nc non-negligence claims are filed against the
contractor, there is little need for the contractor to be
very careful about the condition of the freight which is
received from the shippers. If the contractor is put in a
situation of more accountability for the condition of the
freight which is shipped it may be assumed that the
contractor would be more demanding on the requirements to
the shippers. This could serve to reduce the flexibility
which tie shippers currently enjoy.
tia

The question of incentive to -he contrac-or is ancrher
factor which cannot te quantified, Unier the current system
the contractor is not penalized for lost or damaged freight.
The crly incentive under the current system is professional
pride and assuring the ability to compete for future
contracts. If the insurance alternative if; chosen the
claims would be paid by the irsurancs ccipany and the cos-
of insurance borne by the government through increased
contract cost. Again there is no monetary incentive to the
contractor to minimize loss and damage.- Only the frcspec-t-
of reduced earnings provides a direct monetary incentive to
the ccntractor.
Eecause cf the nature cf the system, the cost of the
item being shipped, and whether or not the governmer.t is
reimbursed is not always the most important factor. In seme
cases the shipment can be much more important operationally
than the dollar value would indicate. The nature of a high
priority system is dealing with shipments that are needed
very quickly ragardless of the dollar value. If the ship-
ment dcrs net arrive as intended, the effects could be much
more costly than the value cf the part.
G. DISCCSSICM OF ALTERNATIVES
The first alternative suggests maintaining the status
quo. This alternative was to be selected as the preferred
alternative if the loss and damage which occurs on the
system is not considered excessive and no further steps were
necessary tc ccntrcl it. It has been shown that the
reported loss and damage problem on QUICKTPANS is less than
that en ecmmercial air. It has not been shown whether or
not the loss and damage which occurs is excessive, or if
further treasures are necessary. The other alternatives,
which are expected tc reduce the effect of less and damage
on the system, should be reviewed for feasibility.
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Alternative two suggested rha-c the contract be chanced
to allow the government the right to claim reimbursemen-^ for
all less and damage which occurs on QUICKTRANS. Table II
showed the benefits to the government if the QUICKTEANS
system had -he same insurance coverage the governnaent "^.ypi-
cally receives when shipping on commercial air. The table
shows that the proportion cf loss which could be recovered
is very small and would not be cost effective for the
government. More ccmpr ehensive insurance coverage, which
the current government policy prohibits using, was also
compared tc show the possible benefits. The ccicparison
showed that if the average shipment is valued under $5U4.00
this insurance could be cost effective to the governirert.
Since the average reported less on QUICKTRANS in 1982 was
$2,2 13 this may indicate that the average shipment is valued
at more than $544.00. If the average shipment value was
less than $544.00 and insurance was to be used, the cos't cf
the insurance would be borne by the governmen- and the
contractcr would incur no additional cost if freight was
damaged or lost. The use of insurance would net provide
incentive for the ccntractcr to reduce loss and damage in
the system.
Alternative three requires contractor compensation for
loss and damage on extraordinary cost items. This alterna-
tive would require special procedures for differentiating
the extraordinary cost items in order to assure compensation
if lest er damaged. Singling out these items would allow
for better control of them and would give the contractor
more incentive to avoid loss and damage, but would dc
nothing tc provide mere incentive for the routine shipments.
Because of the unclear accountability upon entry tc the
system, which was mentioned above, special processing would
te required for this freight. Signature Service is already
available on QUICKTRANS and would clearly establish fault in
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most cas€£ cf less and damage. Because this alt erna-t ive
doas not deal with all freight in the system it will nc- be
considered as a viable alternative for the sys-em. It is a
procedure which could reduce overall cost of loss and damage
to be used in ccnjunction with one of the ether
alternatives.
The incentive-reduction method was suggested in alterna-
tive four. An incentive-reduction plan would net require
the contractor tc obtain insurance and would therefore not
result in increased direct cost to the government. A reduc-
tion in the incentive payments made to the ccntractcr could
be based en actual less or en a random sampling of shipments
to determine a percentage lost or damaged. The advantage of
these methods is that they would give the contractor direct
incentive tc reduce loss and damage in order to assure the
incentive payments are not reduced. The disadvan-'-ages to
this incentive-reduction method would be higher costs and
less expedient processing because the contractor would
undoubtedly insist on better accountability for the freight.
It was mentioned in the beginning of the operations review
that the responsibility for the freight is unclear because
the freight was not always checked and signed for upon
receipt. If this procedure was enforced by the government
cr the ccntractor, it would increase the processing time and
probably the contractor cost.
Alternative five suggests another way to reduce the less
and damage through tightening up the procedures as defined
in the ccntiact. This alternative would have the same
disadvantages as alternative four, namely, increased
processing time and increased costs. In addition it would
require the government to monitor procedures to assure the
contractor was complying with the contract. The advantage
would be increased accountability and control of freight
moving through the system, and the resultant reduction in
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loss and damage. This alternative would not requir? any
change to the contract since the provisions already exist,
but it may require renegotiation because the procedures have
not been previously enforced. Therefore, because of the
increased cost and difficulty in enforcing this alternative,




The CDICKTRANS system is reasonably effective based on
the the computerized material control and the way it is
designed tc be i nplemented. In other words the systsm , as
designed, is complete, with no major loopholes in the proce-
dures as viritten. The format and schedules were designed
from the bottom up to be convenient for the DOD shippers,
and the documentation is simple and straightforward.
However some of the procedures which the contractor performs
are net in s*rict ccmpliance with the contract as pointed
cut in the operations review. some of these inconsistencies
have the potential for becoming serious problems on the
systens shculd the contractor become less interested in
performing the job correctly.
A. BECCHKENEATIONS
In studying the possible alternatives, the lack of
complete less and damage information makes an accurate
recommendation difficult. It is recommended that steps be
taken to ensure all less and damage is reported in order to
more accurately assess the problems in the future. The data
used is considered adequate for the purposes of this study
but further refinement would require more accurate informa-
tion .
Eased on the available data shown in Table II, the
CUICKTRAKS system does not incur as much loss and damage as
the ccmmercial air system. Therefore, any changes in the
overall system would not be considered necessary. Seme
items which move in the QOICKTRANS system are valuable
enough, or strategically important enough, to warrant
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different prccsdures. A different method should be imple-
mented for this type of shipment through the use of signa-
ture security or similar procedures. Shipments lost or
damaged using this method should result in a reduction in
the incentive paid tc the contractor, as discussed in alter-
native four, rather than by processing claims as discussed
in alternative two. Reduction of the incentive payments to
the contractors would not te considered an expense tc the
contract which could be used to justify increased rates.
The signature security, or similar- procedures , would clearly
identify the responsibility and show non-performance of the
contract. Utilizing these procedures for everything in the
system wculd require unnecessary additional workload and
additional ccst to tbe government, and should not be imple-
mented at this time.
The camage statistics should continue to be refined and
compared to assure the system does not begin to deteriorate.
If the less and damage in the system ever exceeds the amount
in the ccmmercial air system or soae other standard then
measures should be taken to increase the overall financial
responsibility of the carrier through the use of reduced
incentive payments. The use of reduced incentive payments
is selected by the author as the best method for minimizing
the iipact en the government. Other methods may compensate
the government financially but do not provide as much direct
incentive to the contractor to reduce the loss and damage on
the system. The financial cost may also be minimal compared









NCO X Newport, RI (NETC)
WRI Wrightstown, NJ (McGuire AF3)
PHL Philadelphia, PA (Naval Shpyd)
PNE Philadelphia, PA (Forms Ctr)
DOV X Dover, DE (Dover AFB)
DCA Washington, D.C. (NAVSTA)
NHK Patuxent River, MD (NATC)
NGU X Norfolk, VA (NAVAIRSTA)
IND X Weir Cook Airport, IN
NKT Cherry Point, NC (MCAS)
CHS X Charleston, SC (AFB)
KBY Kings Bay, GA (SUBASE)
NIP X Jacksonvills, FL (NAVAIRSTA)
COF X Cape Kennedy, FL (AFB)






NPA X Fensacola, FL (NAVAIRSTA)
NZY X San Diego, CA (NAVAIR3TA)
NTD NAS Point Magu (NCBC)
NGZ Oakland, CA (NSC)
NLC Lemoore, CA (NAVAIRSTA)
sua X Travis AFB, CA
IGB X ^ Long Beach, CA (NSC)
ICM X laccma, WA (McChord AFB)
PWT Bremerton, WA (NSC, Pugent Sd)
NUW Whidbey Island, WA (NAVAIRSTA)
INH Indianhead, MD (NAV0RD5TA)
TAG Dahlgren, VA (NAVWEAPSTA)
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DEDICATED TRUCK SCHEOaLE i
all times local
737 735 733 73 1 725 72B 72A 721 Trip Identity
MON F/SS MON MON MON WED WED MON OPER
thr thr thr TU/TH TU/TH Terminal
FRI SU-TH FRI FRI FRI FRI DAYS
27« 40' 5U« 5a« 40» 40* 35* 35' Siz-^ of Truck
ORIG GRIG OaiG ORIG
0600 0930 0830 0500 L McChcrd AFE
1130 0800 A
TERM TERM L Whidfcy Isl
0730 1100 A
TERM TERM L Bremsrton
ORIG ORIG A
0430 18C0 L San Diego
21C0 A
22CC L Long Beach
ORIG A
1600 L NSC Oakland
ORIG 18CC 08GC A















Trip Identity 722 726 732 734 736 738
CEEB MON WON MON MON MON MON
Terminal thru thru thru xhru thru thru
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